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Warehouse space standards

Required warehouse space is estimated on the basis of previous experience and planning,
and allows for normal and maximum storage capacity. When storage demands approach
maximum capacity, analyse carefully the best options for the organizations concerned.

To estimate required warehouse space, it is also essential to calculate safety stocks and
reordering points, based on need assessments and risk analysis. Sufficient stocks should
be on hand to cover interruptions in delivery schedules. Two rules of thumb: safety stocks
should cover one to three months of distributions; the total safety stock should not exceed
50% of the operation's annual requirement of the goods in question.

The purpose of storage is to hold goods available for distribution to persons of concern.
This is essential but care should be taken not to hold unnecessarily large stocks of items
that are not required (for example, seasonal items such as heaters or blankets).

All warehouses should maintain a Layout and Storage Plan configured on a grid, showing
where different items are stored. The plan must be updated regularly, in order to make
best use of the space available.

Make sure that appropriate resources, including handling equipment, are available where
the cargo is to be loaded and unloaded.

1. Overview

The size of warehouse required for an operation is determined by the maximum quantity of supplies, in

tonnage and volume, that will be stored there at any one time. This quantity is determined by calculating

the number of persons of concern, the lead-time needed to replenish the warehouse, the type of

distribution system in use, the frequency of distributions (monthly, weekly, etc.), and the nature of the

support items that persons of concern need.

2. Specifics

Key points
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When calculating storage requirements, assume that only 70-80% of the warehouse's surface

capacity is actually available for storage. The remaining 20-30% is required for ventilation,

passageways, handling space, and repackaging areas.

The maximum height of stacks depends on the type of goods and their packing. As a general rule, to

facilitate handling by warehouse workers, avoid damage to goods, or the risk that stacks will topple

over, stacks should not be higher than 2.5 m.

Limit stack sizes to no more than 6m x 6m to prevent excessive floor load and pressure damage to

packaging or goods.

Allow at least one metre of space around and between stacks, walls, pillars, beams or other

obstructions, for ventilation and manoeuvring.

Try to build stacks in a square shape to maximize storage capacity.

Remember that different items, packages and consignments must be stored in different stacks. Each

stack should contain a single item with the same Purchase Order (PO) number.

The volume of space required to store commodities can be estimated. First, calculate the volume of

particular goods. The table below provides some examples:

1 metric tonne of loose items Approx. Occupies

approximately

Grain 1 metric ton 2 m3

Medicines 1 metric ton 3 m3

Family tent (05353) 16 units 3.7 m3

Framed tent (06642) 12 units 4.2 m3

Sade-Net (07223) 92 units 4.0 m3

Winterization kit (06648) 33 units 4.8 m3

Plastic tarpaulin 4 x 5m (02617)

5 pieces per bale

50 bales 1.4 m3

Plastic sheet 4 x 50m (03153) 23-29 rolls 1.7-2.2 m3

Kitchen set - type B (06933) 147 sets 2.3 m3

Heavy duty plastic bucket 14 litres(07071)

20 pieces per box

50 boxes 37.5 m3

Semi-collapsible Jerrycan 10 (00096)

50 pieces per box

83 boxes 6.2 m3

Blanket, synthetic , 1.5 x 2 m,medium thermal

(05787)

20 pieces per bale

40 bales 7.8 m3
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Blanket, synthetic 1.5 x 2 m, high thermal (05786)

15 pieces per bale

36 bales 7.0 m3

Synthetic sleeping mat (02020)

25 pieces per bale

46-52 bales 8.5-9.6 m3

If goods can be stored to a height of 2 meters, the minimum surface area they will occupy is half their

volume. Increase this surface area by at least 20% to allow for access and ventilation.

To illustrate, suppose that a store needs to hold 2 months' supply of a staple cereal for 30,000 refugees,

each of whom receives a daily individual cereal ration of 350 g.

350 g. x 30,000 x 60 days = 630 MT.

1 MT of grain occupies 2 m3.

630 MT occupies 1,260 m3.

1,260 m3 stored to a height of 2 m. gives a surface area of 630 m2. Add 20% to this area for access =

756 m2 of floor space. A building some 50 m. long by 15 m. wide would be needed to store the amount

of grain required.

Now let's suppose that a store needs to hold 20.000 medium thermal blankets to be provided to the

People of Concern in the next regular distribution.

40 bales occupies 7.8 m3.

800 medium thermal blankets occupies 7.8 m3.

20,000 medium thermal blankets occupies 195 m3.

195 m3 stored to a height of 2 m. gives a surface area of 97 m2. Add 20% to this area = 117 m2 of floor

space. Around half of the size of a prefabricated house (24 m long x 10 m wide) would be need to store

those blankets.

3. Links

UNHCR Supply Chain Management (Chapter 8)

Need help?

CONTACT Chief of the Supply Operation Support Section at UNHCR DESS-SMLS. At:

hqsf03@unhcr.org

https://intranet.unhcr.org/en/about/unhcr-manual/a-content-page/ch08-supply-chain-management.html
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